
The Scores Created Study
"This has become something I do at the
end of every season. Ultimately - I just
want to be able to assess the season
accurately. 
The Process: 
- Watch how every basket was scored
- Categorize them
- Do this for our opponents as well"
 
"I think the study gives you a lot of
insight into how teams are REALLY
scoring on you - and where your teams
points are ACTUALLY coming from. 
- Half court actions
- Transition off TO's & just pushing it
- Specials, vs zones, etc."
 
"Let's see if how we're scoring reflects
how we truly want to play. 
- Transition Offense & Defense?
Opponents as well.
- Did our practice time show up on film?"
 
Player Evaluations
"Our process goes like this:
- Players self evaluate
- I fill it out
- We discuss 1/1"
 
"I just think it’s a chance to touch base 
as the season ends.
- Talk about new roles
- Talk about expectations
- Talk about the season"

TWITTER TALK

Small-Sided Games
"The benefits of players getting more
reps with SSG's is not new. I try to have
a good mix of SSGs and 5/5 play at
practice." 
 
"2 most common ways:
- Start in an advantage state - Play to
extend it.
- Start in neutral state - Work on
actions to create."
 
"One thing we do a lot is to just use
4/4 Cut Throat as a way to get more
guys touches - but also work on
typical games actions. 
These were a few we used this year: 
- Possession starts in neutral
- Must start with a common action"
 
Having Limited Access with Players
"Focus on building relationships &
teaching leadership. Be #Proactive in
doing this, rather than waiting for
things fall apart and then try
addressing it. We're using
@Lead_Em_Up."
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https://www.leicesterbasketball.com/post/scores-created-study
https://www.leicesterbasketball.com/post/player-evaluations
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NEzx7GBjL2VyvQSdXX6HTJvnu1GNPSmT/view?usp=sharing

